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"GULLIVER'S TRAVELS," the SCREEN'S GREATEST TECHNICOLOR CARTOON FEATURE, at the FULTON SUN.-MON.-TUES.
/1.1411•111111.1101.
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IIGHT

FITTON,

JANUARY CIRCUIT !East l'inf:nIt Meeting
COURT IN SESSION
With /

I. it,

11 Cir.
th.• V/111,
ill
OW Filial
ith Judge L.
L. Hindman lire:whim The grand
jiny 'ululated tvimlee indictments
Tuesday miwning
Court was continued here thIS
week from Hickman, whi•re it met
lest week. This u, iii will rine
thaw at linkman nest week.
The fiellnwing cases were tried
here up to Wednesday night: Vernet! Mesher, charged wIth chicken
stealing, was sentenced to two years
In the state prison at Eddyville,
N. G. Cody was given five years
prison sentence and Janus Wiley,
one year in the penitentiary, for
store breaking.
Roy Crouch was given a one year
prison term for grand larceny.
William Ballow, charging with
uttering anti publishing a forgery,
Iii passing checks on Arden Rogers
a Hickman merchant, was sent to
prison fin- three years.
Ernest hawks, charged with child
desertion, was convicted and sentenced for two years, but released
under probation, on the condition
that he would provide for his child.
The following cases on the Commonwealth docket, wen. continued:
Henry Morgan, carrying a concealed weapon; Henry Morgan for
selling unlicensed alcohol beverage; Henry Morgan for murder; A.
Dinwiddie, for knowingly receiving
stolen property; Jo Abb Manley,
malcious shooting at another without wounding; Robert Johnson, malicious shooting with intent to kill;
Howard Las' Burton, carrying a
concealed weapon.
Magistrate Homer Roberts reported publi: moneys collected
eejihee the hist term of court, submitting a check for $9000.
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FRIDAY,

Alt1"9i. 1919

//eh oohs To
'HOMEMAKERS MET 111.SLIE WEAKS LEADER'rid/on
Fusin and Home
MONDAY AT CAYCE AT ROTARY CLUB

I )•
/.11.11,1s 2!1
141 n'ctei
11)1111111,1
kentlich.V. The y,,,n!: P,1''•
narlineld of the thierifielel i'lurch
s', II preent the program fia: the
wor,hip service. Rev W. 'I.. flumes
Ii, pastor of the Greenfield Church.
'It w attendance haritaw which is
rewarded every month will he awarded Monday night to the group having the highest pm:ventage of aliendierwe. The banner is held noW by
11w Sharon Voting Pisildm whose
pastor is Rev. 11. I'. York. A good
irtterulantee IS lixplietlid at this meeting if weather conditimis are favorable.

GOES HOME
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"THE NEWS"

N Cal

R ONE

KENTUCKY STATE —
NEWS SUMMARY

la .1 a: en•al.:. v....hihiii :1,, I, '
In',, to Wornniel
Ivi•xingt
(al--Ma.sibly the
v.orld's
\he daN', January 22, at the school
,,t the regular
•
building :it 9:00 o'clock largest crop of burley
tobacco prohodding ill lilt all day meeting. The )
1;otary Chub, held
at the F moo,Ly morning. .1;1111.1111Y 20. The duced in 1930 was sold in
Lexingitive•tii,I; %vivo railed to order by tha itairibere Hoorn and
(1,
kon.s will be sent ton last week when a
a shin-1 fill's r,
consignment
ori.!.ehlit, Mrs. Darae Bondurant.
:,•
II a, official (nen
club.
of 317,372 pounds brought $0,008.11
Mr
The minutes if the last meeting maeatilicI Itel.o,
'let tatjinil,
WIIIII2 Thomas, Brownsville. —an
average of a $20.99 a hundred
were read and the roll call was The remainder of Ow time was
Mrs. Berman Roberts, Lodgeston. pounds. The crop was
produced by
answered by "What is the most spent in a IIISCIINS10/1 it RefillIgli
Mrs. Herbert Bowel!, McFadden. the Penn brothers on two
Fayette
annoying thing in a crowd?" Thir- 1 eike.
Mrs. WillIarsi McClanahan, Crut- county farms. Last year
they sold
teen members were present. After
Mr. Weaks Mid of the formation iiifield
260.000 pounds for an average of
a discussion of Farm and Borne id the lake and of his many experMrs. Paul Newhouse, Crutchfield. $21, arid in 1937 their
largest crop
Week, Mrs. Jim Ammons was ap- iences in limiting and fishing there.
Mrs. Jim Ammons, Cayce.
of 348,000 pounds, was sold for 30
Mrs. Rob Adams, Rush Creek.
pointed as the Cayce delegate.
Plans were made for the annual
1.1.11IS
a
pound.
Mr: Donald Mabry, Rush Creek
The major project, given by the Rotary Ann night which will be
Georgetown—By holding the head
Mr
Giis Browder, Palestine,
leaders. in "Gardening" was very observed on Tuesday. February 13,
of tier unconscious husband out of
Mr : Roy Bard. Palestine.
in
The minor project, 'Bet- and thee following Committees
water for 45 minute-8 until help
Mr
•
Wales
ter Speech," given by Mrs. Thomp- nomed to take charge of arrangeAustin, Palestine.
arrived, Mrs. J, W. Taylor, wife of
Mrs. Clyde King. Sassafras Ridge a Stamping Ground physician,
son was enjoyed by all. The recre- ments:
savMrs Paul Ilormiiiy. Montgomery. ed his life after
ation program included "Oh, SoldLocation arid menu! Theodore
the automobile in
ier, Soldier" and other games.
I'n-Employment (arnipensation
Kramer, Jr.. Clyde William.; and
which they were riding plunged
Plans were made for a social to Ward Bushart.
off a bridge and landed in North
Last
Week
Stale
Unemployed Fulton
countians be given February 19 at the home
Program Woodrow Fuller, Mrs.
Elkhorn Creek. Mrs. Taylor reNews In Brief ported him "no worse for the exreceived 1735 Unemployment Com- of Mrs. Bondurant, when a report Glenn Bushart, Don P. Hawkins,
pensation checks totaling $13,682.40 will be given by the delegate tg Paul Hornbeak, Mrs. Ward Busperience."
Paris 4-II thil, members averduring the first 10 meinths of 1939, Farm and Home Week.
hart, Mrs. Gus Bard,
Louisville—R. A. Beman, assistThose present were Mrs. Alnei Decoratiems: Ford Lansden, John aged $2205 in selling $8,381 worth
Yugo E. Barnes, Executive Director of the Kentucky Unemployment Campbell, Mrs: Luther Ifiemptrei, Earle, Bob White, Mrs. Ernest Fall, if tobacco-- Covington continues ant supervisor of the state whisky
fight against gambling by raid on tax commission, revealed last week
Compensation Commission announ- Mr:, Clara Carr, Mrs. Will Sowelki Jr. and Mrs. Herbert Goulder.
ced today. Over the period cover- Min: Alice Sowell, Mrs. Thad Vert
The committees will meet and rwn news hall—State and nation that Kentuckians, world-famed proentered 1940 with highest business ducers of bonded Bourbon, drink
ed by Mr. Barnes' report, 658 un- bine. Mrs. Robert Oliver, Mrs. Ann, make final plate; for the event.
volume I.nce 1930—Drop seen in more moonshine whisky than they
employed
claims nit' Tuner, Mrs. Neal Scarce', Mr
workers filed
tobacco prices since England's an- can produce, drawing on Tennessee
with the Commission. Four hund- Damn- Beendurant and Mrs. Cath.
nouncement that for the duration :and West Virginia for large quanred forty-seven of these claims eririe Thompson.
of the war she was stripping her tities.
were allowed and 268 workers com1
billion choler a year purchases in ; Paris—Apparently depress'l over
pleted their necessary waiting time. YOUTHS HELD FOR
tins
country—
Kentuckians shiver ; a court decision delivered against
The claims disallowed were denied
J. D.( oRNWELL
SERVICE STATION ROBBERIE
and shake while 30 die in Buenos hint Daniel P. Thomas, 59. Bourchiefly because of insufficient wagJ.
1).
Cornwell
of
Detroit,
Mich.,
4
bon county farmer, died at a Paris
es earned by claimants. •
fl F. Webb, Charles Luck. Char4 who was visiting in the home of Aires heat wave—Horse Trainer
Mr. Barnes pointed out that total k's Harris, Pete Wood. Howar Will Taylor in Cayce, died sud- Colt-man Ray acquitted of murder hospital of a gunshot wound which
cash benefits going to residents of Ails, Chuck Johnson and Tom Wil denly, following a heart attack. charge by Henderson jury—Col. the coroner said was self-inflicted.
.Morgan.—One of Kentucky s few
Matt Winn calls 1939 boom year
Fulton county represented an aver- son, all of Paducah, are bein Thursday morning.
remaining covered bridges, at Morage weekly payment of $7.89 to each held in the local jail in connectio
Funeral arrangements were in- for racing-1940 Derby purse raised from $50.000 to $75.000-50-mile gan in Pendleton county, was vireligible unemployed woiker. Each with several filling station rob complete at press time.
an hour wind tumbled Georgetown tually destroyed when high water
recipient drew an average of more beries.
College smoke stack, damaging the from a recent thaw washed out vital
than six checks for an average
ar
Webb and Luck, who
MISS HELEN VAUGHN
heating plant. — Bullets and cars supports.
total of $51.05 for periods of Unem- rested here Monday night
Miss Helen Vaughn of Martin. took the lives of seven Kentuckians
ployment during the first 19 months cars DIeDade arid Kendal
I Leitchfield—Cucumber growers in
formerly Mrs. Roland White of ver the week end of the 13th—
of 1939. Most claimants of Fulton ris, have been identified as
}Grayson county will be awarded
this
city,
died
Sunday
afternoon
at
Many
Kentuckians
find
relief
from
county either drew the maxium three youths who held up the
contracts to produce 250 acres of
amount due them or returned to Thomas Browder service station on her home. She was found by her winter in Florida. society columns
mayonWilliams Hardware To
mother
lying
across
a
bed
with
a
listing
nearly
a
hundred
a
week—
work, Barnes stated.
Highway 51 last Saturday night.
naise cnmpany. Grayson growers
her
heart.
Miss
bullet
wound
in
Farmers
grew
120,000
acres
of
hyGirt Show at Orpheum
They also admitted the robbery of
produce an annual crop worth athe Huddle-stein Service Station Vaughn had been in ill health for brid corn in Kentucky last year bout $15,000.
ITS LEAP YEAR, LADIES;
and
worry
about
her
some
time
with
a
15
per
cent
greater
yield
Williams hardware Co., local
ITS YOUR TURN, ME! here January 4, and several rob- physical condition is believed to than common varieties.—John R. Harlan—First union picket line
John Deere dealer, is sponsoring a
beries in Mayfield and Paducah.
since last summer's mine labor
at
Program
big John Deere Day
nanUng the other four boys as have been the reason for taking her Cooper, Casey county farmer, be- :troubles marched at
"Now it's your turn. men!
Cumberland
on
Fulton
own life.
gan his second century of life last
the Orpheum Theatre in
"Yes sir, we mean that February accomplices.
She was an employe of the tele- week still active on his farm.— !last week as workers of the BenWednesday. January 31, from 9;30- 29th is Leap Year Day—and every
Luck and Webb also acknowledgSenator Happy Chandler introduc- ham Laundry Se Dry Cleaning corna. m. to 1 p. m. There will be no man who attends the Fulton Thea- ed that they held up and shot 0. phone company in Martin.
Funeral services were held Mon- ed his first bill before the Senate— pany went on strike, declaring that
admission charge, but the show will, tre escorted by a lady, will be ad- G. Knight, Lone Oak service sta!the management "refused ti' arbibe free to farmers and their fami- mitted FREE!
tion and sandwich shop operator, day at the First Baptist Church in Paducah's new community dining trate" over the firing of four union
lies in this anti neighboring corn-, "Gals! It's been more than 1460 a few hours before their arrest Martin by Dr. Tom L. Roberts, as- hall feeds nearly 1.600 poor people
sisted by Rev. Knox Lambert. Bur- every week—Three men convicted workers.
munities.
days since the Last Leap Year, so Monday night. Both men carried
: Frankfort—.The State Highway
An all talking picture entitled' give the old man something to re- nistois at the time of their arrest ial was in East Side Cemetery. Mar- at Lexington for selling marihauarm— Ohio river jammed at Padu- . Department will spend approxi"Joel Gentry in Hollywood." will member by treating him to the and were driving a car stolen in tin.
rnately $19,000,000 during the fiscal
She is rurvived by her mother, cah for the first time since 1917be the feature attraction, and ac- :showl'•
Paducah.
year beginning April 1, according
of
tobacco
sales
1918—F5
ur
Wt.t.;;S
sisters
and
Ben
Vaughn,
three
Mrs.
cording to reports it's a picture
The boys were indicted by the
to a program outlined by Thomas
$40.000.00e
net
Kentucky
farmers
brothers.
three
that will long be remembered for
ennui jury and in the Thursday
B. Cutler, department engineer.
FULTON HOSPITAL afteinotin
for 230.000.000 pounds with two
its rich sentiment—amusing situ.,
session ef Circuit court
New censtruction will amount to aweeks
auctions
left
romance.
charming
and
tions
leach was sentenced to twenty -or.,
1,..,"2:tiotoo0
7;0
500.00eri,ufroarl mresain
MRS. II VrT14 SISIrsioN
and
Tueswas
admitted
Kate
Murrell
pictures
all-talking
other
Four
years in the penitentiary.
for
reads,
f the
pneumonia.
1
for
treatment
day
for
"Making
including
will be shown.
late Will Sumps( n. died ill St. Louis Farmers' Day P!anned
Miss Lillian Griffey of Clinton!
' Fulton— Baena]; C,:rernissioner
History." "Horses and
Tractor
Railroad Taxes Total
Tuesday. Funeral services were held
;: al Landis declared four players
By
Nailling
Company
Mules for Salm" "A Short Cut Thru is improving after an appendix
NI5,158.60 In County there Wednesday and the body ar! the Fulton Kitty League club
Harvest," and "What's New in Farm operation.
rived here early Thursday morning
Mrs. C. J. Bowers was dismissed
PiarF a:e being made for a full fr,r agents after invesecreing the
Equipment." Any farmer who has
Every minute of every day of for burial. A short service was con- prig;am of entertainment for farm- Detroit club, of which Fulten is a
not received a ticket can obtain Sunday.
Miss Martha Strayharn was ad-1 1538, the railroads of Kentucky paid ducted at ten o'clock Thursday ers of this section, when the Naill- farm.
n•iei
Gard
areo
ute
firelder
ia asnd Paul
B
. They
one at Williams Hardware Store.
milted Monday for an appendix :8 98 in taxes for general govern- morning at Fairview cemetery.
ing Implement Company of this '
her
daughter
survived
by
She
is
by
along
nicely.
mental
purposes
and
for
use
city. sponsors Farmers Day. Thurs- Simmons. and pitcher Ray Hart.
A communist is a person who operation anti is getting
!Lo
rs newspapermanrle—GovernorKee
„.n ufiisst
Chester Seay was dismissed Mon- Kentucky schools, it was indicated Mrs. Clara Hutchens of East St. day. February 8. Orin Winstead.:
to nbeco
Johmne
has given up hope of becoming a
East
of
grandchildren
two
Louis:
executive
by Gardner C. Hudson,
day.
manager stated this week.
capitalist.
Charlie
Mrs.
neice,
a
Louis:
St.
secretary of the Kentucky Railroad
Alvin Burrow. Jr. is improving.
The program begins at 10 a. m a chief executive if Kentucky, was
In the olden days the wedding
Horace Harvey was dismissed Association, in commenting on a Ross of Dukedom; and a nephew, and continues until 3 p.
includ- given a testimonial dinner by the
ring used to be a one man band.
Mrs.
Jackson.
of
Walker
pamphlet published by that Associ- 011ie C.
Saturday.
ing
and
popular music Kentucky Press Association during
is
a
Eddings-st
of
Roy McClellan.
Mrs. Mattie Sullivan was admit- ation this week.
by the Hickman Hot Shots. well ' its mid-winter meeting here last
"\Vhile the railroads were paying great newe.
Speakers were Governor
MICKIE SAYS—
ted Monday for treatment and has
known musicians and radio artists, week.
$8.98 each minute, common carrier
been dismissed.
three pictures shows, refreshments Johnson. L. W. Hager. Owensboro;
I Miss Virginia Bagwell of Colum- for-hire trucks were being assessed
at the noon hour and other attrac- G. M. Pedley. Eddyvillei G A.
SI-RACKS! 'T14' 13055 IS
MRS. V. A. LOVE
less than six cents for identical purbus is improving.
tive numbers. The entertainment is Joplin. Jr., Somerset; and T. R.
sErnkc 'THERE, LOOK;S.I.
Love. aunt of Mrs. J.
V.
A.
Mrs.
poses." Mr. Hudson said.
r'c'cifort.—LeKeznintugetokny..s
,
d,jeisni
a it;
d and
re fe
ae
rr.
m Utd
fratm
vi,lie
ManefWitnhsitsea
died
last
AT A STACA:. OF (311.1.-S
this
city,
Crockett
of
Railroad. express agency and L.
FAMOUS DEAD OF 1939
Frankfort—Kentucky's
legislation
The
Memphis
PER. PAPER,la-11(, TYPE
Pullman Company assessments for Friday morning in
dially invited to attend,
is high for taxpayers. The 1938 sesbody was brought here for funeral
'/.1 EVRYTI4114G IF -11-1'
Kentucky
for
1938
amounted
to
Ision cost about $175,000. or $3.000 a
Among the prominent persons
F01-1-SS MAO ONE 1-11hA
carrier services which were held Sunday
day for each member for the 60
WINS TWO
leho died during 1939, the most wide- $4.717,379.37 and common
woui c, pAy up, 1,4E
afternoon at the Chapel Hill church, SOUTH FULTON
trucks—the
vehicles
that
haul
GAME FROM RIVES legislative days prescribed by law.
ly known was Pope Pius XI, who
Fuller,
Woodrow
conducted
by
Rev.
I Danville — Articles of
inearpassed away on February 9. and freight on highways in competition
Mrs. Love was 93 years of age
1-1A,
AT
was buried in a tomb under St. with railroads—were asses.sed only
The South Fulton Red Devils Ii poration were filled last Saturday
county.
resident
of
Obion
was
a
and
.....)
for the proposed merger of the
Peter's Cathedral in Rome five $26.577.32. the pamphlet showed.
She is survived by two daughters. swamped the Rives quintet 50-29;
Figures for Fulton county revealI days later.
in
the
South
Fulton
gym
last
Fri-!75
'Year-eld Danville Adv°eate and
Memphis
Murchison
of
ed that railroads were assessed a Mrs. D. S.
the Danville Messenger, both daily
Noted Americans who died durtotal tax of $15,458.60. of which and Mrs. Henry Harris of St. Louis. day night, afther having been de- newspapers. Col. Vernon Richarding the year included the famous
feated by that team two weeks ago
i$8.323.40 was for our county and
:son is editor and part owner of the
surgeons, Drs Charles and WilFrankum starred for South Fulton.
city schools and $7.132.20 for use
(Continued on page 51
I
TO MURRAY
liam Mayo; Associate Justice Pierce our
BULLDOGS
LOST
The
Angels
also
won
19-18
from
county and city governments.
NIGHT the Rives' girls team in a closely
Bolter of the Supreme Court; Sen12
FRIDAY
25
TO
Common carrier trucks assessNOTICE
ators James Hamilton Lewis of Ill- ments in Fulton county amounted
contested game. liastings was the •
•
inois and M. M. Logan of Kentuc- to a total of only $63.71, of which
The Fulton Bulldogs were de- star for the Angels with 17 points.
• I will be at the office of •
Claude
Navy
the
Secretary
of
ky;
$28.80 was for use of our schools feated by the strong Murray team
• Fall & Fall in Fulton on •
A. Swanson; George Cardinal Mun- and $34.91 was for county and city last Friday night in the Murray READ and
RRMEMBER • Tee•das. January 30, fer the •
delein, archbishop of Chicago; Char- governments
gym by the score of 25 to 12. At
• purpose of issuing autorno- •
les M. Schwab, steel magnate; Dou"The only taxes paid by the oper- the end of the first quarter the
What is this thing called Love" • 'rile and truck licenses. See •
glas Fairbanks, Sr., actor; Floyd ators of big common carrier trucks score was 6-6 but the Bulldogs It's more than the 10th word in a i •
me there and avoid • trip to •
Gibbons, war correspondent: Miss which are fairly comparable to rail- were outplayed during the rest of telegram.
•
l• Hickman.
Grace Abbott. welfare worker and road taxes are real estate, personal the game.
You must do a crazy thing eveiv •
CLARDIE HOLLAND, •
educator; Zane Grey, novelist, and property and franchise taxes, and
Burton was high point man for once in a while to keep from r„,ing •
Clerk, Fulton County •
Alice Brady. actress.
•
(Continued to Page 5)
the Bulldogs with 6 points.
nuts.
iii (iii I
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By PERCY CROSBY

Three Rooms and Bath.

Paul Illtishsrt. Min. Editor

THE FORUM

PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY

By I. PAUL BUSHART, Editor

Siatered *a second class matter June
/10. 1039, at the post office at Fulton
Ey., under the act id March 3, 1879.1

A column conducted for news, views and
coimnents, In which readers of The News

,Scritc,Trifr
OBITUARIES. Cat d of Thanks, ,1
Business Notices and Political Cards
*barged at the rates specified by
advertising departmeet.

(F-7 (YERY
'THING IN
PRETTY rAia
CON DIrioN
—,*,NO IT'S
Att- ccc-ANto
LIP•

Subscription rules radius of 20
miles oof Fulton 111 00 a year. Elsewhere $1 50 n year
FARM RISKS REDUCED
hi I:11111111g operations it 'r' are
always elements of uncertainty.
most
in which the weather plays
important part. Even when %synthor conditions are favorable, the
larger yields often create surpluses which depress crop prices.
Seeking to reduce the ricks inherent in agriculture. in recent
years many farmers, particularly
m the Middle West, have found a
partial solution to the problem in
the raising of soybeans on a portion of their acreage. This crop
requires
only a comparatively
short growing season; it is able to
withstand severe drouth, and it is
relatively free from damage by insect pests. Although the annual soybean production in the United States has increased from seven million
go about 83 million bushels in a dozen years, a ready and profitable
market has been maintained.
Through
improves, processing
methods, many desirable products
have been developed, chief of which
is soybean oilmeal, recognized as an
unsurpassed protein ingredient of
feeds for all kinds of livestock and
poultry. Due to the rapidly growing
demand for feeding purposes, the
output of this meal has increased
from 21,000 torts in 1929 to nearly a

_
F0460r -rid r
kuoNDER FuL TABLE
C(.orR,gut rr',$- THE
LAST* TIME THE Y'LL ,
SEE rri POSSESS lows
NINE' 170iNTS OF THE
CAW THAT'f
MV moiro I

TheY
*—r—

/AMIN

are Invited

A GREASE

•

Our legislaties at Frankfurt and ovelproduction of the necestuties
Washington ari• facing a diffi- life. Yet the weak are helpless it
cult Ii oil They 11111td pick the the grip of greedy, power-mat
squid, sensible legislation from the leaders whose highest ambition la
sdions, onwoi habil. hair brain ideas personal aggrandizement and gain••t soin!•. Anil that's ii big job.
Naturally,
ing of more pewee
Hut. in :watching for a way to there are a lot of good men in our
iialance the budget" our legisla- offices battling thew
forces,
norm must never forget what is go- But these monopolicr and lobbies
ing on back tit home—that the peo- have grown so strong that they
ple are already taxed to death. It , are hard to uproot. Many others,
is being realized now, more than duly elected to represent the WOever before, that there has been too O., see their opportunity to "get
much reginuontatien and control of ,ahead" by working hand -in-glove
private privileges and business. with those in power. They are
There is a growing sentiment,
weak and spineless "representswinch could easily turn to wrath.
, lives" of the people. They are
against the prevailing political trend
traitors and deserve worse than
to heap more burdens upon the
!many of our hardened criminals.
producing public, and the appoint!For they have committed a grave
ment of more and more officious
crime—they have broken the trust
governmental workers to carry out
and faith that the people put in
unfair legislation.
I them.
ii

1.11,
ttiti;
s-Por org

'THE wAtti IT JUST

Iii pule:open. Mail contribu-

tions care of THE FORUM, this newspaper.

GOES- TO I

SHOW yA CAN'r 'TRUS T RCOPC(I

The farmers of Kentucky have,
expressed their disapproval of the' Oh that America's leaders would
Model Soil Conservation Bill pend- !strive to uphold and live up to the
ing n the legislature at Frankfort laws and commandments that were
Under the hill the board in charge I riven the world many, many years
would tell a landowner what to ago by that Great Leader of us all.
plant and where to plant it—in , Thus country was founded on the
:there what to etu, anti what not to faith of our fathers—their crying,
do. Attorney General Hubert Mt-r' despairing need for religious libsdith calls the bill an attempt to erty. Let us beware of drastic
'burden farm property with the 'changes in the ideals that our foreunnecessary expense of the upkeetto l fathers fought for. Let us open up
of another hoard of shiftless non- our hearts and live closer to true
who contrive to live !religion. Let us not become
mitted to t!!!ogress, provision is producers
puffed
TE1.1,ING THE PUBLIC
off the fruits of those who have I up but strive to do unto
made for still another 100 G-men,
others as
toiled and accumulated a bit"
In recent years the great busisee would like to be done by.
bringing the force under Mr. Hooness enterprises of the nation have
Another bill has met disapproval
ver up to 1.074. Reports of suspimore and more adopted the policy emus activities on the part of aliens throughout the state—a bill that
Taxes are becoming a serious
of telling the public interesting and other are said to be pouring proposes to k•vy a tax against all
problem in this age. And the time
problems
facts
concerning the
into the FBI offices at the rate of accounts receivable. whether they
which confront their respective in- about 200 a day, and while most of are paid or not. This bill would be IS not far distant when the people
dustries. and the means adopted to these are no doubt groundless, many ' a severe blow at business and the ••11 awaken to the fact that what
solve them, not only in their own of them are important and all must credit system which is an integral the government doles out in varpart of many business transactions. 1 IOUS and sundry ways, often only
interest, but in the interest of the
• be investigated.
Business men, individuals and num-1 to maintain their political prestige,
public as well.
It is well established that sev- erous civic organizations are oppos- !must first
This trend toward taking the pubcome out of our own
eral foreign governments main- ing this legislation, which, if pass-H pockets.
lic into their confidence and frankly
There are a great deal
tain large numbers of secret agents ed, would tax accounts receivable more
hidden taxes than visible
talking things over with their patin this country, and the danger from January 1 1940.
ones, and even the child and the
rons has been particularly notatvthey present to our national deperson of smallest income bears his
able in the case of the railroads,
fense program is most serious.
which have told their story, princiAnd speaking of politics, it is part
Several new measures to strengthpally in paid newspaper advertising,
en existing laws against espionage rather staggering to know that in .
with a view to friendly cooperaand sabotage will likely be passed the past decade, the increased cost • In a bee colony the drones are
tion sixth the communities they
beyond driven out, and useless political
at the present session of Congress, of government has risen
serve.
and with the large force of effici- !the imagination. Today there are office holders are parasites. They
An interesting case in point is ent G-men that will be available . more than double the number em- are part of great organizations
that of the Illinois Central. which our national interests should be ployed ten years ago in conducting that in vaned and sundry ways
for 20 years has continuously car- well protected.
!the business of our various gov- seek to control the vote at the polls,
ried its messages of good will to
for their machine.
Our military forces have imposed ernmcnts. More and more offices
its vast territory through adverrigid restrictions on the giving of on the public payroll without any
tisements at least once each month
In Europe. if the people don't
information to unauthorized per- visible excuse. It is time that a
in nearly 500 daily and weekly
sons, and the G-mea will aid in halt be called in this steady climb like something their leaders do,
newspapers published in cities and
making these pr:•cautions more of governmental expense—federal, they revolt. But in the United
towns which are located on its
state, county and municipal. In ev- States we have a different way of
effective.
far-flung lines.
cry corner of the nation the politi- changing conditions—by voting our
In a recent statement, President
cal spoils syystem is being over- earnest desires at the polls. That's
the
I.
C..
expressed
J. L. Beven. of
REYNOLDS PACKING CO.
, worked.
why it is so important for a man
satisfaction with the friendly reSHOWS PROGRESS IN 1939
seeking office to live up to his
sponse to thus policy, which will be
We come in contact with the promises to the people who elect
continued. This, he says, indicates
The 22nd annual report of the power
ef the "political boss" at him as their representative.
"our amply demonstrated belief in Reynolds Packing Company of Union
, various times. At one-time legislathe good will to be gained through City, recently issued by W. G. Reytion was directed upon those im. SO SAY THE HEATHEN CHINESE
local newspaper advertising"
nolds, president, indicated the steady
portant things guaranteed in our
This one makes a net.
growth of this concern. Thousands
Constitution--freedom of speech, This one stands and wishes.
MORE G-MEN ON GUARD
of dollars worth of livesiock ale purfreedom of worship. freedom of
Would you like to bet
chased by this packing firm from
, press, and liberty and justice for Which one gets the fishes?
When President Roosevelt defarmers in this section
• all. But today governmental superclared a limited state of emergency
Tne report showed that during
vision is over-stepping the bounds
In Europe now they are re-armat the outbreak of the war last
1939 this packing plant made imof reason. It has become, in some ing everything but Venus de Milo.
September, he authorized an inprovements aggregating $26,000, the
instances nothing less than unadulcrease of 150 in the force of G-men
stockholders realized a nice diviterated meddling and suppression
serving under Director J. Edgar
The modern European way is to
dend, and 7.766,772 pounds of meat
of human rights and individual in- base the Peace Treaty first and
Hoover of the Federal Bureau of
were sold during the past year.
itiative.
the war afterward
Investigations. These men were
President Reynolds predicts a
added in order to better guard
bigger and better year during 1940.
There's nothing seriously wrong
against foreign spying, sabotage
Nobody gives a hang about your
•
with this country. It is the richest yesterdays . . . Talk of today and
and other subversive activities.
In the new budget recently sub-:
country in the world. There is an think of tomorrow.
Submit* to The Neu
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of any other country. The bankers
and the editors will go on doing
these vital jobs while "the critics
criticize."

Million tons from the current crop.
have
Thus growers of soybeans
•
•
PROTECTING THE CONSUMER
found in this dependable new cash
The American Home Economics
faccrop a profitable and stabilizing
Association has announced a "Plattor for their farm program.
form For Consumer Relations with
Business." Its purpose is to define
BANKS AND NEWSPAPERS
:the consumer point of view and to
Newspapers and banks have at help consumers work with producleast one thing in common, in the ers, distributors and related groups
opinion of the Ouachita Citizen of in an effort to improve marketing
West Monroe, Louisiana. Both of practices.
! The platform says, in part: 'The
Clem get plenty of criticism.
"The most difficult task that we goal of cooperative work between
can think of at the moment is to consumer and busines should be:
run a bank or a newspaper to please An intelligent and sympathetic uneveryone." says the Citizen_ "If the derstanding of the probems of busbanker is conservative he is charged iness by consumers, and the probWith not being helpful to the com- lems of consumers by business;
munity. If he lends the depositors' active work on the development
money too freely he is critized when of useful and accurate definitions,
the borrower can't repay and the standards and performance specifibank closes. The best plan for the cations for consumer goods and serbanker or the newspaperman to vices which wil make intelligent
follow is to run his business the buying and selling possible: active
way he thinks it should be run and promotion of the use of sound factJet the critics criticize."
ual information now available in
It would be an interesting experi- the distribution, promotion and sale
ment if "self-starting" critics were of consumer goodr"
given charge of the nation's banks
Work of this character can oband newspapers for a period. It's a viously be of considerable value to
safe bet that they'd rapidy learn a the consumer and to manufacturing
sad lesson—and an equally safe bet and retail business. But, if the
that the public which depends on consumer is to be adequately probanks to safeguard its money and tected, another step must be taken—
newspapers to give it the news of and that is organized consumer oppothe world, would take a terrific beat- sition to unsound, unnecessary laws
ing. Amateur banking and amateur whose result is to reduce merchanjournalism would be a far cry from dising efficiency. Practically every
the real professional articles.
state has laws failing in this category
Banking has given the American now on its statute boaks. The range
people and American business un- from class taxes to laws permitting
paralleled service—it furnished the price fixing
financial lifeblood that built this
The whole tendency of punitive
nation in world record time. The and class taxation is to inflate the
American
newspaper gives the cost of living. In brief, such legispeople better, more complete and lation, which encourages waste,
more accurate coverage of what is penalizes efficiency and discourages
happening a mile away or ten competition, is one of the most serthousand miles away than the press ious problems the consumer faces.
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The tenancy program is reduced Federal Government ono wa, celle,15:, their I gluts amid tar to that proposed for the
me
the Farm Security Administration, by $15,775,000. No appropriation is ed back to Kentucky to I e aiousiam
1
LI/ ii on-clad political rule. Kentucky legislature,
are:
which received $143,000,000 this' Linked fur the loan program of the to Doctor Martin. After Imetor Mare attempts to win over the
Alabama, Arkansas, California.
Administra- . tin's resignation, he was appointed ,,;,peiiition by argument, as in a Colorado, Florida, Georgia,
year in the Emergency Relief Act Rural Electrification
Maim.
of 1939 and $18,450,000 in reapprep- ! lion, but the message suggest that to his place and has been effii lent- democratic nation .-after all, mach- Iowa, Illinois, Indiana,
Kano&
rintions of unused funds.
authorized
the
Act
trillions
in
the 40
ly supervising the Revenue Dept.
ions, exile and brutal persecu- ,1 Louisiana,
Maryland, Michimah,
While eat I:, ',ports pointed out
Without welting in any actual Is' ?Well rvd in the form of an It. F. C. since. He is wi II liked by the bush. 11'11 a e temporarily more effective' Minnesota, Mississippi, Montana.
that the President's new budget
figure for the FSA, the President lours
nese nun, try the State officials, inst unients for keeping in power.1 Nebraska, Nevada, New Jersey.
spells a reduction of faint programs
stated in hie budget message, "The
—
-NISI by the voters and, because of Th,
. man who raises his voice In • New Mexico, North Carolina, North
ii more complete analysis of the deFarm Security Admiiiistration will U. S. Department
his teelinicel training, I: better fit- dement gets short shrift indeed.
Dakota,
Oregon, Penntailed breakdowns disclose that
i ted for the place than tiny other Here in America we pride our- sylvania,Oklahoma,
operate on abseil 110 percent of its
South Carolina, South
these reductions are 171 dell li rper
Agriculture
1990 level," Its 1940 tidal amounted,
piirsen
in
the
State.
It
is
• s on the fact that we may still Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Utah.
rumored
than first suspected, with agricultip $161,450,000; this represented a
our minds---that no man is Vermont, Virginia,
Washington,.
During th
ture Isearing the full cost of increasO four yeats the at Frankfort that he will be re-apcut of $37,350,250 below 1939. Conmaster of our destinies-that the West Virginia, Wisconsin.
ed war expenditures. The budget
Soil Conservatism Service of the pointed.
sidering merely new funds, the,
The new Commissiutier of Agri- ',VCR of dictatorship have been
propoRI.4 additional war outlays
U. S. Department of Agriculture
President is proposing a cut of$29.- I
JUDGE: "Guilty or not guilty off
amininting tii $491,407,938 inntead
has operated several CCC camps culture, Hill May, is very popular kelt firmly in leash. But pride in
000,000 for 1941 as cumpored with
well-liked by this is not enough. It cermet too this charge of murder'.
of the $331,000,000 mentioned in the
L11111 denionstration projects in Ken- at Frankfort. He is
•
PRISONER' "None of yet- boldearlier reports.
tucky, according to R. If. Moneys the powers that be Ile will receive siren be repeated that the price of
ness!"
Despite xerious drouth in the win- Superintendent of
the Mayfield back his full ',ewer that the Legis- lit erty is eternal vigilance at home.
The total cut in all federal expendJUDGE "Thirty days..-coritempt
ter wheat belt and the connequent
lature took riwuy (torn the fernier We can unconsciously surrender
CCC camp.
itures, as proposed by the Presiof court!"
need for emergency loans, the budThe objection of this demonstra- Commissioner. His appeintment as rights until one day we awake to
dent's ecenomy budget, amounts to
get recommends no appropriation
tion program, authorized by Con- Manager of the State Fair will be realiee, trio late, that liberty is gone.
LI net reduction of $675,000,000. HenA fan who falls In love with a
for cropp hans (0 the Farm Credit
America watches events abroad
gress, is to assist individual farmers Wesley Vic, Jr., who has had six
ce the farm programs asked to bear
movie star is about as Impels-4s ea
Administration. In previous drouth
replan their farming operations in years' experience with the Federal with wonder and horror. Let Amertwo 41111 its of the total national rea NOM that falls in love re ith a
years, the FCA has been given 40
the interest of controlling soil ero- Land Bank and who will receive ica also learn from them.
duction. In his written message acBull laurham sign.
or 50 millions for this purpose, and
sion. Even more important is the the appointment to his place sonic
companying the budget, Roosevelt
Success is a coward it alway$
Lust year it got 15 millions. But this
demonstration value, as a result of time in April.
describes the farm proposal as "a
SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE yields to persistency.-Irving Mack.
year the budget requires that it dewhich conservatism methods' may
large reduction below the current
pend entirey upon collections from!
A total of 36 states have passed
come iii to widempread was
year" and says that the relief estiThe low price on tobacco this
old loans.
Many farmers. cooperating in the season has called the attention of legislation that authorizes local
mates, which include the Farm SecA c( urate
Though
Congress appropriated !
program, have demonstrated con- State and Federal officials to the groups to organize soil conservaurity Administration, "represents
ir 1940 parity payWORKMANSHIP
tion
districts.
On
December
1 •
clusively, Mr. Money said, that marketing situation and, in order
a large --perhaps too large-reducments, the President says:
Al Lou- Cost
tion of CII rrent expenditures."
erasion can be controlled and in- to prevent Federal and State action, total of 214 districts had been org"I have not, however, included estiWatches, Clocks & Time Pteeem
anized. Nearly 300 additional dis:
The surplus disposal program,
come increased.
the
warehousemen
buyers
and
are
of All Kinds Accurately Remates for new appropriationa for
covering the stamp plan as well as
However, Mr. Money said, the endeavoring to get together and tricts are in the process of organpaired at Low Cost byparity payments in 1911. I am inexport subsidies and other surplus
denionstration program has merely make regulations that they claim . ization.
ANDREWS
fluenced by the hope that next
JEWELRY COMPANY
food and cotton activities, is slated
pointed the way, it has not, and will be beneficial to the farmers. I States which have passed the necyear's crops ran be sold by their
essary
enabling
legislation,
!lima
for a cut of $33,000,900 in direct apnever can reach all the eroding lands These regulations call fer a limit
producers for at least 75 percent of
propriations below this year. The
sif the state.
to the number of baskets who I
parity."
provision that 30% of custom re•
As an outgrowth of the demon- can be sold in an hour. Supervise
ceipts also go to surplus disposal
Despite the widely publicized in stration program the soil conserve- of the weight and grading of ha
remains unchanged. The Federal creases in wheat and cotton prices, lion districts movement was started acco baskets and their placer!, •
Surplus Commodities Corporation the latest report of the U. S. Depart- , two years ago. The practices devel- on the floors. We believe that
had been asking that the popular merit of Agriculture states that these ciped and tested in the demonstra- farmers would get more money f,
For years we have been serving the people of
stamp program be doubled.
increases "were more than offset tion program are being adopted by their tobacco if the auctioni•.e
this
vicinity, bringing them better quality coal
appropriation
No
is provided for by substantial declines in prices of ceoperative groups organized into a would take more time to each he
meat animals and eggs" and that the I district, with the technical and ket. It might necessitate more Li,
that gives more heat than ordinary coal. Let
general index of all farm prices is financial assistance of state and ers, but, when a farmer toils the e
us take your order for prompt delivery.
SUBSCRIBE FOR—
"the same as a year earlier." Secre- federal agencies. More than 200 of the Summer and Fall to raio:
Commercial-Appeal
tary Wallace declared, "It would these locally-organized, locally•man- crop, he hates to see it kicked
Louisville Courier-Journal
of course be folly to regard the new aged soil conservation districts are in the rapid-fire methols that ie •
roulsville Times
war as in any way a solution of operating in 36 states, and nearly now used,
St. Louis Post-Dispateb
St LouisGlobe Democrat
oir farm problems."
300 more are being formed, accord—PHONE 51—
Chleaeo Iler,rld Examiner
The President denies that the ing to Mr. Money. A bill that will
Chicago American
THE
PRICE
OF
LIBERTY
leidget calls for "the abandonment permit Kentucky farmers to organChicago Tribune
--.
4d1Men2ww111
A short time ago Joseph Stale
.
15
.
.1 1141,
ef the policy of parity payments" ize districts has been proposed for
Just Phone 753
KelealgetifferRite
but scores Congress for failing here- the new state legislature. Mr Money • dictator of Communist Russia, ws
reelected to his seat on the Mosoe:
tofore to provide new tax revenues pointed out.
JACK EDW A R DS
:municipal soviet.i
Hs majority u
to cover
"Though these districts." Mr., exactly 100 per cent-every vet.
, Money said, "farmers are getting was cast for him. According to the
most of the same benefits they re- press dispatch telling of this, it
ceived under the demonstration was obvious that the most strenuThird and Carr St.
—EAT AT.—
program, and they are doing the job ous methods were used by officials
not as individuals but as a group. to get out the largest possible vote.
and under the direction of their own
Those who have watched the
elected local supervisors. A dis- : technique of dictatorship can judge
trict puts within reach of all farm- what those methods were--you supers advantages now restricted to port the man in the saddle "or else."
the work areas of CCC camps or And this little event, while it didn't
Modernistic and Comfortable
demonstration projects."
make the headlines, is a biting comGood Food Screed Right
mentary on whet happens when the

FARM BUDGET CUT
FOR WAR COSTS
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HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME

AMBULANCE
PHONE 7

LOWE'S CAFE
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OPEN DAY & NIGHT
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We Now Hare Some of the Best Mechanics
In West Kentucy and a Fully Complete Shop
LET US DO YOUR REPAIR WORK
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A Word
To Our
Farmer
Friends
In beginning the New Year, we would like
to reaffirm the fact that we appreciate your
patronage in the Custom Grinding and Feed
Mixing business. We purchase in carload lots
such ingredients as Molasses, Cotton Seed Meal,
Soy Bean Meal, Linseed Meal, etc., which are
available to our customers at reasonable prices.
During these bad winter months, why not
turn home-grown grain into profitable feeds by
taking advantage of this custom service. You'll
find the charge most reasonable.

SEE US TODAY

BROWDER MILLING CO.

The Budget Bill -- as worked out
by the Legislative Council, the Governor, and the heads of the various
departments -- calls for approximately $3.000,000 more than was
planned for in the first set up and
that much more than was granted
in 1938. The Welfare Department
gets $1.004,000 more than the 1538
budget. The Teachers Retirement
Fund calls half a million a year
more and the increase for Old Age
Assistance and Child Welfare amounts to approximately $2,000.000.
Hoverer, in the whole Budget Bill.
the Building Fund of most of the
coPeges and sortie of the institutions !
has been drastically reduced, but
the operating fund for these colleges
and institutions has in every case
been increased. Judicial salaries are
o fle.000. The cost of the Legislative sessioas in approximately 235.000 more. Most of the departments
have been granted increases, how-ever, in most instances not as much
as the heads of the department
wanted.
The raying of these bills and
these appropriations must come out
of the taxes that are existing, as
only two new tax laws arc planned
for passage: the long-sought 3 percent tax on paramutual betting that
will bring revenue to the State of
approximately half a nollon dollars
a year and a chain store tax to replace the one declared unconstitutional by the courts.
The man in charge of collecting
these taxes is Clyde Reeves, 29-year
old executive who is probably bet-,
iter fitted than any other man in the
,State to supervise the reinforcement of the collection of these
funds He is a native of Scott Counts', Kentucky a graduate of the University of Kentucky and, while
there, a strident under Doctor Martin, who set up the present tax
machinery He took post graduate
work at Syracuse University and al
Georgetowe University at Washington.
C, worked for the Federal
Government tinder Doctor Studebaker in the Dept of the Interior
;eel for other departments of the

SPECIAL SALE
OF

ELECTRIC
WASHERS
For Whiter Clothes at Crecrter Savings and
Cleaner Clothes With Less Wear and Tear—
Install This Deluxe ABC Electric Washer and
Twin Rinsing Tubs and Banish the Drudgery
of Family Washing for About 10c a Week.
This 1940 Heavy Duty AK.: Weshce has a
capacity corrugated paneled Oil- seeing touchrelease swinging wringer with oversize balloon
rollers hilly enclosed silent mei:hoc-Assn. one-piece
solid steel chassis full-rewere3 relberonconted
motor. automatic drain pump that empties tub
quickly. Entins washer is finished in white.
The twin rinsing tubs (as illustrated) are sturdily
made of heavy-gauge rustproof metal mconted on
a strong frame with castor-fitted feet for easy moving about.
For a limited time we offer you an unusual
opportunity to get a really top-quality, highly efficient home-washer combination at a bargain price.
Come in tomorrow for a bee demor.stration of the
ABC equipment and full details of this offer Please
don't delay.

VERY LOW-COST SERVICE
With the new deluxe ABC beery duty
washer you can do a big family washing
(including garments, table arid bed linens.
tewels etc 1 at a cost ce only 10 cents a weak
lot ehretticire-tbe prices ol two pecks of gum!
PEDDY zo.owiterr.
yew fOrterietal forireaf
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names can be furnished at the
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Ellie spent
county ogent's office.
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Gordon of Fulton.
October, 1939
Eggs
No. Hens
Mr. and Mrs Toni Brady of
Teh Cayce Missionary Society No. Breed
Mr. and Mrs. S. J. Walker and
per ate
Crutchfield spent the week-end of the Methodist Church met in an
son, S. J. Jr., Mr . Alfred Johnson
272
with her parents Mr. and Mrs. R. , all day meeting at the home of 1. White U10111111
and Miss Charlene Fite attended
153
C. White.
Mrs. J. N. Fleming. Agood crowd 2. Rhode I. Red
the funeral of their uncle, Mr. Torn
101:i
Mr and Mrs. M. C. Elloat and was present. An interesting pro- 3. Barred Rock
Johnson of Martin, Tenn. The fun'&07Cd•gia&aiciieVIsP4.,9
Still
family spest Sunday with Mr. and gram was given and everyone en- 4. New Hampshire 109
eral was held near Dukedom, Tenn.
KENTUCKY
WESTERN
1310.5
159
Mrs. Oscar Lint of near Wingo.
Average
joyed
the
much.
day
very
Mr. and Mrs. Hamp Klapp reCOLLEGE
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Brady and . Mrs. Mary Cruee spent Tuesday November, 1939
TEACHERS
cently moved to the Joe Ferguson
878
152
daughter spent Sunday with Mr. with Mr. Jim Cruces who has been I. Rhode I. Red
Sena/SING GREEN to,
place near here. They have been
832
. 95
and Mrs. J. R. Powell of Union ] ill for several months.
2. Barred Rock
living near Pilot Oak. Mr. Ferguson
ed down past the neighbor's house
THE MAIL BOX
984
Community.
Mrs. Ida Sloan spent several 3. New Hampshire 109
and his family have mesed to Fulwith real letters to be mailed or
200
2024
Rev. Earl Hamlett, presiding days last week with Mr. and Mrs. 4. White Leghorn
ton.
1179
134
elder of Memphis District. spent Raymond Adams.
Average
A hundred years ago Thermos with all the fresh-smelling new
Rev. Clemens filled his regular
several days last week with his
DeQuincey immortalized the Eng we got a big catalogue, fur mail-orMr. Chas. Roper is sonic what December. 1939
appointment at Mt. Zion Saturday
1586
sister, Mrs. Lean Wright, and fam- I improved after a week's illness.
1. New Hanipshiie 109
lish mail coach, which represented papers and magazines! Sometimes
night. He spent Saturday night
470
ily.
62
to him and his generation the far we got a big catalogue for mail or
Miss Eva Johnson is visiting rela- 2. White Reeks
with Mr. and Mrs. Jim Hicks.
1583
Misses Fay Conley, Helen Conley, tives in Union City.
252
3. White Leghorn
reaching romance of the British der houses were already reaching
Misses Frances Welker and Jean
94
813
Mildred White and Ruth Hancock
Mlle B. Cloys and family of 4. Barred Rock
postal service. I want to add a small out into the country. No encyclopeHicks of Bethel College, McKenzie,
1060
League Union City visited his parents, Mr. 3. Rhode I. Red
145
the
District
attended
chapter today on the same romance, dia in a library ever ranked more
Tenn., spent the week end with
Average
132
1103
Union meeting in Fulton last Mon- and Mrs. W. H. Cloys Sunday.
this time as applied to our rural de- highly than did our big catalogues,
home folks.
Profit .
Eggs
Rept',
Coat
day night.
liveries of mail. If I could visualize showing what the big world was
The Mt. Zion Missionary Society
per
lien
Mrs. Lud Fergerlund, :ormerly CHURCH OF CHRIST, SCIENTIST
the whole country. I could be a real eating or wearing or riding in or usmet Saturday aftrenoon with Mr.
51.06
13. ia
9.22
37 30
Miss Ruby Walker of this comand Mrs. Ed Brown.
5.49 romancer, for probably no govern- ing to decorate their houses. Only
09
68
21
13 90
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Meadows spent munity is very ill at her home in
9.85 mental agency so effectively reach- recently some costuming companies
"Truth" is the subject of the IA's10.15
10.93
20 78
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Lucian Sanford. Michigan.
9
93
00801.83
esall of us as the postoffice and its have had recourse to those same
son-Sermon which will be read in
58
11.56
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Pharis and Churches of Christ. Scientist. thrucatalogue's that delighted us in orStanley.
servants.
727
25.71
7.9
15.42
Mr and Mrs. Troy Duke arid daughter and Rev. Ed Nall spent out the world, on Sunday, January
der to find just what people looked
In
the
days
of
my
own
boyhood
20.71
2.86
5.6
17.85
daughter spent Sunday afternoon'Sunday afternoon with Mr. and 28, 1940.
6.23 the mail came to our little postoffice like forty or more years ago, just
11.98
8.3
18.21
with Mr. and Mrs. Albert Bard. Mr. I Mrs. Wes Beard.
"0 Lord,
The Golden Text is
6.91 only three times a week. The mail whet was fashionable. or the latest
9.0
11.65
18.56
and Mrs. Bard and family have reLittle Jamie Barnes spent last thou are my God: I will exalt thee,
30.80
7.43
52.12
21.32 carrier was not loaded down even fad.
cently moved to their home on the week with his uncle and aunt. Mr. I will praise thy name; for thou
The mail box became the living
7.58
18.07
27.40
9.33 then, but probably you who have
state road. Mr. and Mrs. Doyle and Mrs.Wes Beard.
hast done wonderful things; thy ]
14.5
17 33
33.87
16.54 always lived in a city can hardly symbol of the government. Even
Palsgrove and son have moved to
faithfulness!
are
of
old
counsels
Mr. and Mrs. Odell Bizsle and
7.6
6.02
10.53
4.51 imagine how important the few let. the bad boys hesitated to do violthe Bard home.
daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Bizzle and truth." (Isaiah 25.1).
609
31.53
28.85
2.68 ters and pulp magarines and adver- ence to a mail box, however much
Mr. and Mrs. Byron McAlister and family and Mr. and Mrs. Dewey
comwhich
citations
the
Among
8.6
13.38
17.30
3.92 tisements were. Every one in the they may have thrown rocks at
and family and Mr. and Mrs. Russell Johnson spent Sunday with Mr. and prise the Lesson-Sermon is the
.07
15.55
23.47
7.92 community was reading a dozen everything else in sight. They !WPM.
Bockman and family spent Sunday Mrs. Alfred Johnson. Mrs. Odell following from the Bible: "Let all
7.37
16.22
23.34
7." continued stories in COMFORT or ed to regard the boxes as the inwith Mr. and Mrs. Richard Mobley • Bizzle who has been ill is much the nations be gathered together,
THE AMERICAN WOMAN or some violable property of Uncle Sam.
of Palestine community.
assembled
and let the people be
better at this writing.
other monthly magazine printed at The Wrens did not share this fear,
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy McGowan,
Mr. and Mrs. S. J. Walker and who among them can declare this
UNCLE 11.11
Augusta, Maine, on very cheap for then and now every mail box
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Oliver and son, and Mrs Aaran Kirby spent and shew us former things? Let
paper. Who cared for the quality of that has lost its door (and most of
daughter, Imogene. spent Sunday!last Wednesday with Mr. and Mrs. them bring forth their witnesses.
A few simple precautions, such
with Mr. and Mrs Frank Wiles'.
, Pleasant Rudolph and family of that they may be justified; or let as a barrel of water, pails, and a the paper, ,!'ough, when there were them have) has been an invitation
Mr. and Mrs. Hemp Klapp and!Paducah
them hear, and say. It is truth."- ladder readily available, would help a dozen guaranteed fits of weeping to build a bulky nest of sticks and
in each issue? For a long time there feathers. Fortunately, the average
son spent the week end with her! Mrs. Leslie Walker. debating'(Ise. 43 91
•ent and control many farm
were no individual mail boxes along Bewick or House Wren can live in
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Leon Wright.]coach, and the members of her team
fires.
the road. We sometimes could hire , a mail box very little disturbed by
Dr. Guardie Hamlett is very ill ] spent Saturday in Murray attend- ]
With the income available to them,
the mail carrier to bring our mail ,the daily commotion of inserting
in a Dennison, Texas hospital at ing Field Day. Mr. Walker accom-'
for living, farmers in 1939 could
for us. either by paying him a small ,the letters and papers. Few peothis writing. Dr. Hamlett has been pained them.
buy about as much goods for their
, sum or by having something good to ple are cruel enough to try to exconfined to the hospital for more. Mrs. Gladys Gardner and sons,!
families as they could in the favI eat as he returned from his journey pel the intruder and feel a proprithan a month. He is a brother of Kenneth and Daniel, spent Sunday, In planning our poultry program
orable period of the 20's.
• to the little country store-postoffice etary interest in the wild little felMrs. Leon Wright.
with Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Gardner'for 1940. five farms were selected
While you are sitting by the fire at Fidelity. The mail was carried lows who seek such a symbol of
as having poultry demonstration
Bernard and Carl Bostick spent I and family.
Saturday afternoon with Mr. and! Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Hicks and flocks. These demonstration flock thinking, why not draw a map of then and now past my old home by civilization as a mail box for a
Mrs. Roy Howell of the New Hope daughter. Jean, and Mr. and Mrs. owners are keeping monthly rec- the farm and plan a sequence of a star route, but it seemed unneces- home.
Auzie Phelps spent Sunday with ords of their flocks and filing their crops so that no one crop is sary then to have deliveries of mail.
community.
Nothing exists by itself. The mail
monthly report in the County Ag- planted on the same field more By and by we could put up a mail box often battered up and unsightMr. and Mrs. Calvin Hicks and Mr. and Mrs. Jim Hicks.
Oc- than once in 3 or 4 years? Rotation box down at the big road and
son spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.; Rev. Peery will fill his regular ent's office. This record began
leave ly, ties the remotest place-s to the
appointment Sunday night at Wes- tober, 1939. so the following re- is the cheapest and most effective letters to be mailed. Since the trip big world and, by its daily delivery
Aaron Kirby.
ley Church. Everyone come out to!sults are the records filed for the way to maintain soil ferti,ity and to the postoffice and the one back of newpapers, makes the
ends of
Mr. and Mrs_ Reid McAlister vis- Sunday School.
demonstration flocks for October, control plant diseases.
were about two hours apart, it nec- the earth meet at our own frontited Mr. and Mrs. Jess Wry and
Miss Ruth Clifton spent Sunday, November, December, 1939. Numessitated two journeys to the road. yard gate or at the big road down
family Sunday night,
night with Mr. and Mrs. Guy Brown.) bers are used instead of names but
Subscribe to The News
I How important we felt as we walk- the lane.
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Entertainment Program I HOW DOES YOUR ADVERTISING I
INVESTMENT COMPARE
for Farmers
•
WITH THE AVERAGE
FREE PICTURE SHOWS

The following percentage of gross sales are usual and correct for advertising expenditures for successful retail
stores. according to fieures compiled by the Harvard Bureau of Business Research and Northwestern University
Bureau of Business Research:

-anti---

HILL-BILLY and POPULAR MUSIC
By the "Hickman Hot Shots"
This popular group has performed at Farm Burt au patheringN and other meetings, and over radio station WPAD.
The Hot Shots are guaranteed to furnish real musical entertainment that you will enjoy.

Farmers' Day Program will Start at 10 a.m. and Continue until 3p.m.

Thursday, February 8

ice( rd'ng to the 1st port
of Bradstreet. 95% of all
business failures a r e
non-adrertisers,

DEPARTMENT STORES
GROCERY STORES
HABERDASHERS
WOMEN'S WEAR SHOPS
FURNITURE
GENERAL MERCANDISE
DRUG STORES
ELECTRIC SHOPS
HARDWARE .
CLEANING AND DYEING
JEWELRY
MEAT MARKETS

110 is 3 1
i)
3.3
3.1
63
1.5
2.9
2.7
1.0
3.3
3.1
1.0
3.1

RESTAURANTS
SPECIALTY SHOPS
MILLINERY
OTHER BUSINESSES

3.8
2.2
2.0

Refreshments Served at Noon Hour
FUN - ENTERTAINMENT - INSPIRATION

While every line of business is not
represented here you will be able to
determine the amount you should
Invest in advertising your business.

,
Paul NaillingImplement
Co.

THE BEST ADVERTISING MEDIUM IS YOUR NEWSPAPER

Walnut Street

Fulton,

McCormick-Deering Farm Implements, Farmall
Tractors, International Trucks

THE FULTON NEWS
Phone 470

Fulton, Ky.
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1939, whether it get big war Kentucky Stale
heart be troubled, neither let it be barn filled with unnecerrary APV
ers or not.
afraid." John 14:37.
hazards.
Summary"
"News
, February 1 will be a big day for
Are you like that farmer' Is ANY
SOCIALISM BEGINS TO HURT home or your buninesa an revenue
Ry J. WESLEY RICHARDSON
At thin writing, the official re- imany an elderly Amerieun. For on
(Continued from Page I)
Dewn in the TVA area they are able firetrap, endangering lives •
ports of fourth-quarter business that day thus United Stater' Treasury Advocate while J. C. Alcock edits lades 7th-Dav Adventist Church
finding out that the socialists.' gayly ' possession'', Dusting the piano
_
activity have not yet been publish- will make its first old age retire- the Messenger.
Tip. sense of peace and security painted word pictures of what hap- the attic is a refuse-cluttered J
Versailles --- After living neared. But preliminary reports and ment payment, under the terms of
authoritative estimates are at hand. the social security act. To be eligi- ly ninety years without a serious may ha' the ernerience of every pens when government goes into der keg is a poor way to preee'i a
business don't exactly jibe with the the piano. Putting valuable ppm=
They show that business during ble for the benefits you must he 65 illness or ever having employed a Christian in trouble and turbulent
facts produced by hard experience. under lock and key may not Wow
the Wter part of 1939 made one of (by January 11, earned $50 or more physician, Leo Newhoff, Woodford world when he trusts his GO imEvery time TVA, a government their safety neatly as effectively slai
the most rapid rises in our history. j dui mg each of them. Persons of 65 County's oldest member of the I. O.! plicitly.
business venture, takes over private cleaning out the store room bit*
Where the Federal Reserve Board who can't qualify may work on until 0. F Lodge, was taken to the WoodEven though the dark waters of
property, that property is removed of your shop. Pianos and "valuate
Index of productinn sheaf at 98 in they have gamed sufficient wage ford Memorial Hospital in a serious] afflictions surge and foam, even
from the tax rolls And the TVA papers can be replaced, hut yam
June, it shot upward to 125 in Nov. credits. And pensioners may con- condition Saturday. lie will be tal, though ene must see a loved one
next to nothing in taxes itself, have only one life, and no have as
ember. And the December level go- tinue to work after qualifying pro- in a few weeks.
"puss through the. valley of the Pays
by comparsion with what WAS paid other members of your family
Hopkinsville— Sales in the blacki shadow of death,"
ing by advance estimates, was 127 1 viding they don't earn over $15 a
even though
month. Maximum benefit at this he-It markets of Kentucky an pestilence anti destruction are wad- by the private power companies it
or better.
time is $82.40—for a worker with a Tennessee will start this week de- ing on every hand, yet the trusting hoe absorbed. The result is that state
Of vital importance is the fact
A bachelor ei a roan win; ind•••
wife over 65 and one or more depen- spite' cold weather and a shortage', child of God may say with the rind localunits of government have
that practically all manufacturing
been trying, unsuccessfully, to make mistakes—but doesn't marry Mow
o! dark-fired tobacco on warehouse!
dent children.
psalmist, I will fear no evil: for
shared in the improvement. In our
A newspaper found a man 1st
both ends meet without seeking the
So government "social security" floors, J. W. Hancock, president of Thou art with me." Psalm 23:4.
previous "uccovery" periods has
Arkansas who lived ao far bask lei
remaining taxpayers.
is now a good endeavor. But that the Tobacco Board of Trade, said
Hopes
may
be
crushed,
long•cheroften been the case that sonic- major
the hills that he had never sit
doesn't mean the problem has been last week. The Springfield, Tenn., ished plans may he brought to
A considerable number of public Mrs. Roosevelt.
industries lagged behind or remainsettled. The present system, in view market opened Tuesday; Clarkvilltaj nought, and the dreams of a life- officials in Tennessee are now deed static while the rest advanced—
arid Hopkins- 1
of most economists is unwieldy and Tenn., Wednesday,
in other words, the betterment was
• time may remain unfulfilled, but manding that Congress pass a law
ville, Thursday.
may prove unworkable. Inasmuch
usually
spotty. That certainly
Louisville—G. M. Pedley, pub- to the Christian there is yet new removing TVA's tax immunity. And
as the sums paid in by the workers
wasn't true last year. Only a handlisher of the Eddyville lferald, was hope in those gracious words of Ow the Georgia legislature has passed
of the country must lye invested in
ful of relatively minor industries
elected president of the Kentucky pity ing Say lour, "Come unto Me, two bills uttempting to give taxing
government bonds, and the money
Press Association at the closing, all ye that labor and are heavy-lad- bodies the right to tax Federal proIn the manufacturing field failed
goes into the Treasury where it can
sessiiin of the annual two-day mid- en, and I will give you rest," Mat- perty engaged in "proprietary" busto respond to the trend.
be spent for any purpose Congress winter meeting Russell Dyche,
iness in competition with private
of thew 11:28.
Interesting point is that this re- desires, there is no
absolute guar- the London Sentinel-Echu,
was j The
present bitter animosities enterprise.
markable jump in business was al- antee that the
future benefits will be named vice president and J. Curtis among the nations,
coupled with the
most completely unexpected. All of paid as
Now it appears, according to emcontracted. Under any cir- Alcock of the Danville Messenger
rumor of another world war, brings
the experts were fooled. When the cumstances, unless
inent lawyers, that these efforts are
the law is chang- was re-elected secretary-treasurer, to everyone a sense of
uneasiness
June low was reached, after half a ed, the
likely to prove all in vain. There is
program will increase the of the association.
and tension. But 14) the Christian no precedent
year of sti ady decline, most of them Federal debt by
whereby Congress
tens of billons.
in
this
time
of
general
confunion,
forecast that the pickup which was Many officials of
could gives states the right to tax
both parties are Railroad Taxes Total
!
"the name of the Lord is a strong Federal
in mild evidence then would carry convinced that
property—and
even if
the system must be
$15,158.60 in County tower the righteous runneth into it, Congress did pass such a law there
on into the new year. But they revised.
and is safe." Proverbs 18:10.
thought it would be a slow advance
Folks of All Stations
are grave doubts as to its constitutOn top of that, the present law
(Continued from Page 1)
What a wonderful place of refuge! ionality. And the legal experts are
which at best would take us to the makes no provision
Mrs. Luther Murdock
for the millions they amount to only a few dollars
defense
what
a
mighty
rock
of
105 level by December. Instead, ex- of
convinced that Georgia's laws will
farm and domestic workers, or in each county," Mr. Hudson exMrs. Murdoch's a social leadWhat if the storm does rage. and never survive attack in the Federal
pansion took place beyond all esti- for people who own
er and ardent worker in civic
their own little plained. "Other so-called 'taxes'
mates.
affairs. She drives a car, and
businesses and make smaller in- paid by those who operate common the world become hysterical? The courts.
says this type of statement
Christian who trusts in the promJust what caused this tremendous comes than many salaried workers.
carrier trucks for private profit on ises of the living God will not fear,
would be good advertising
So the Southeast Is learning that
upturn is the question that is being Persons in these categories are exfor us
public highways are not true taxes, but will have peace.
it can't have its cake and eat it too.
widely debated now. And it isn't an erting pressure on Congress to exthat is, they are not spent to oper"Not everyone can afford to
by
This same problem is faced
easy question to answer. There has tend the program to cover them.
drive a large automobile but
It was on the wide waters of the every section where tax-exempt
ate schools or other necessary actinobody can be excused for
been no particular change in the
vities of government. They are Sea of Galilee that a boat contain- government project compete with
driving a car that's ill-kept
domestic situation, political or otherused," Mr. Hudson said, "only to ing the Saviour and His disciples heavily-taxed
private enterprise.
Having the windshield clean
wise. You can't attribute it to
I. C. NEWS
build and maintain the public high- was being sorely tossed. Terror
and bright, the tires fully inAll citizens are having to pay
Europe's war—war orders so far
flated, headlight lenses clean,
ways which those trucks use in struck, the men awakened Jesus. more dollars in taxes because of the
etc., is merely a matter a
Jimmie Rose, traveling passenger exactly the same way that a railplaced in this country have been
Little had they realized what power "blessing" of a few cents reduction
going to a good service staunder early expectations, not above. agent, Memphis, was in Fulton road uses its own tracks, and with- to quiet the storm was available.
tion. If you patronize the IDelectric bills, accorded privileged
in
It can be argued that the country Wednesday.
out which those trucks could not Jesus spoke, "Peace, be still, And sections through tax subsidization.
inois Oil Station you'll not
C. J. Carney, division engineer, operate at all. All license or regionly get this service; you'll
was far behind in its requirements
the wind ceased, and there was a
Paducah,
was
here
get
that good Torpedo GasoTuesday.
of goods of all kinds—but that has
stration fees and gasoline taxes fall
PIANOS AND HORSES
line and Welch motor oil.
W. R. Hovious, claim agent, into the same class: they cannot great calm." Mark 4:39. No storm, of
been the case for many years.
Many of us are like a careless
whatever nature it may be, is beyond
j Memphis, was here Weduesday.
fairly be compared with railroad
Ingenius key to the puzzle is
W. C. Jones. claim agent, Pad- taxes, but simply correspond to the Master's power to quell. To all farmer who takes great pride in
provided by Ralph Robey, NewsHis disciples today Jesus says again. his horses arid thinks he uses every
was in Fulton Wednesday.
the money a railroad spends to
week's business authority. Mr. Robey
J. D. Holmes, trainmaster. was build and maintain its own tracks "Peace I leave with you, My peace precaution to keep them strong and
argues that the tremendous error in Memphis Monday.
Sams Bros.
I give unto you: not as the world healthy. Yet he beds them down
and roadbed," he added.
made by the forecaster last June
giveth, give I unto you. Let not your every night in a deadly firetrap--a
W. H. Purcell. supervisor, was
In pointing out that taxes against
was the result of a "failure to see in Jackson Tuesday.
the railroad for educational pure.
the change which has taken place
G. C. Christy, general superinin the genera) policy of business men tindent of equipment, F. L. Thomp- poses in counties and in the stat
in the management of their compan- son. vice-president and L. H. Bond, amounted to $2,290,791.48 in em
ies. Previously it was the practice to chief engineer, all of Chicago, were parison to the assessment of $12.a
carrier ,
108.90
against common
keep business firms in tile most in Fulton Monday night.
trucks for the same purposes, Mr.
liquid condition possible—relatively
J. W. Rada, mail, baggage and
readily could be aslarge cash resources, small inventor- express agent. Memphis, was in Hudson said it
certained that one of the fundaies, and the minimum of future com- Fulton Wednesday.
mental factors of good education
Herbert Williams, Jr., Paducah.
mitments. Within the past four
in Kentucky lies in the ability of
months (Mr. Robey wrote this in was in Fulton Monday.
railroads to pay taxes.
C. S. Ward, supervisor, was in
late December) the whole tendency
Dyersburg
Tuesday.
has been to reverse this policy." If
J. W. Kern. superintendent. Pad- INVENTORY FIRST STEP
that is true, it explains a great deal
IN RECORD KEEPING
that has been mystifying. And there ucah. was in Fulton Monday.
C. M. Chumley. district engineer,
is much evidence to back it up—busNow is the time to start the new.4
iness is spending its cash rapidly Memphis, was here Monday.
John Kelley, Fruit Dispatch Co., year right by taking an inventory]
and inventories are being built up
New York, was in Fulton Wednes- of farm property, as the first step
to extraordinary levels.
in keeping farm records during 1940,
day.
long
will
Main point now is, how
Young. traveling auditor, say Farm Management specialists
Ernie
the trend continue? General opinion
Chicago. was in Fulton yesterday of the U-T Agricultural Extension
holds that there will be a moderate
Service,
morning.
leveling off soon, and that certain
Over 4.000 Tennessee farmers are
readjustments must be made. And
now cooperating in a farm records
FINLAND'S ARMY CHIEF
most specific forecasts reflect the
project. Several of them have been
opinion that 1940, on the average.
Directing the heroic struggle of the keeping records for 10 years or
will be a considerably better year Finnish Army against the invading longer
A. E. Garrison, prnentnent farmer
forces of Soviet Russia is one of the
ablest military commanders in the of Su.nmer County, who has been
world, Field Marshal Baron Gustaf keeping records in cooperation with
Charles Emil Mannehein. At the age the U-T Farm Management De•f 72 he has been called upon to un- partment for 11 consecutive years,
aietake one of the most difficult says. ''Farm records show me which
seemingly hopeless tasks any crops and kinds of livestock I can
depend on for profit. When I began
J,.,der ever faced.
keeping records, wheat and corn
Whatever may be Finland's
fate. the brilliant feats of Field were my leading crops—now I
Marshal Mannerheim's little army average only two acres of corn and
b..lve already writte^ a glowing page 25 acres of wheat annually. I nave
the annals of defensive warfare. changed to barley, oats, rye, and
In the first month of the war it is lcspedeza for pasture, hay and
estimated that Russian losses in kill- grain. I now know what I am doed and wounded have been more ing, before it was a guess."
J. F. Pope, Henderson County,
than ten times as great as those of
who has also been keeping records
the Finns.
says. "I believe keeping
"Want to huy a
Marshal Mannerheim is of Swed- 11 years.
people more concomes of records will make
ancestry,
and
ish
-Finnish
gold brick?"
tent to live on the farm. Recently
an aristocratic family. He served 30
my wife decided she would quit
You wouldn't be fooled by
years in the imperial Russian Army
producing poultry and eggs for
and was once commander of the
the sharper and his fake gold
sale. but after checking back over
was
a
majorCzar's
bodyguard.
He
brick—but, aid to say, it's
the account books she found they
genet-tit when Ftussie collapsed in
easy to fool people on prehad been a profitable ernerprise.
to
Fin, 1917, and was forced to flee
The summaries and analyses of rescriptions, substituting inferland during the revolution.
cords by years shows us if our farmior drugs for quality ingreHe organized a Finnish army in ing methods are improving. I have
should
you
dients. That's why
1918, and with aid from Gt rmany also found records a big help in
drove the Communists out of Fin- proving performance under the
put your prescription in the
land, which became an independent AAA program."
hands of a reputable prescripstate. Ile had an important part in
tion drug store.
organizing the new Finnish republic
Sometimes a girl looks as if she
after which he went into retirement had been poured Intoher drew—
PRONE 70
head
the
was
called
to
in 1919. He
and had forgotten to say "when."
supreme council in 1931, since which
here's to the greatest gambler
time he reorganized and equipped of all time—Lady Godiva. She put
the Finnish arm of which he is everything she had on a horse.
If you don't hare tickets, or need more ask us for them. They arc FREE_
again commander-in-cenef.
It's too bad • girl can't get marLake St.
ried without dragging some infoSubscribe to The News
c-rit man to the altar with her.
0•1•14111••••••••,...M.M.

JOHN DEERE DAY

OrrtniEUM THEATRE
Wednesday, Jan. 31
9:30 a. m. and 1p.m.

Williams Hardware
Fulton, Kentucky

DE MYER DRUG CO.
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Fire Plays No Favorites
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GRAHAM FURNITURE CO.
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EXCHANGE FURNITURE CO.

ATKINS INSURANCE AGENCY
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TAKE ADVANTAGE

SPECIAL OFFER
IS

Place your order before February 1st for
Baby Chicks. All orders made, with small down
payment, before that time, will receive a LA
PER CENT discount. Chicks may be delivered
at any time this season.
CLI'R OFFER—Ask about our moneysaving club offer. Purchase chicks in quantity
lots and get quantity prices.
•

FULTON HATCHERY

A new stove is being deyelop,,1
Itlat will burn all the wood gases,
and cut rt'quire frequent firing.
The Department of Agriculture , st;mates that with the use of these
stoves wood will repplaci. coal to
the c•xtent of millions of tons. This
is an important probli•ni for Oat:Teat soft coal-producing statt•s cf
Kentucky. 1A'est
T,•rint•sst.e. Ohio, and Indiana A "sicksoft coal industry- ni aos thousands
..f unemployed.
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! I'm on my way to see my newest grandson.
bc a month old Wednesday, and Inc really overdue to wc.lcome him into the family.

It seems to me ttat th,• siJution
not in higia•r prices, tut in
::reater use of coal. ,timulated
-nor, efficient ii. in, -'tic' c,;a1 furnaci's ;inch inthistrial plants. Lc -ac-cr
,oal cost will stimate sales far more
than higher prices
C1,mp...t:tt,,n
still exists and Americans are free
to choose.

"You know, it's remarkable how times have changed.
I can reincniber when trAVCI was mighty tiresome. An
old body like mc, with her children grown up and gone
away, had to sit !tonic and wait for them to visit. It
WAS ci long wait, sometimes . . ..
hat with one thing
or another always coming up to make them rut it off.
"It's different now, with train travel so safe and comfortable and you railroad men so nice and kind, I don't
have to wait for my children to come and see me ....
I go scc them whenever I want to, and I enjoy the
train ride, too."

•SPARKS OF WISDOM
11, clock of life is wound but
once, us,• t.very second well.
If you wait too long for something
to turn up. it may be your toes
Diamonds are chunks of
'that studs to their job.

SW

coal

Save the energy that goes into worry and put it into work.
You can't pull up a chair on the
ladder of success.
Did you ever see a thoroughbred
tpuit before the finish of the race?

411 lalli111:111,11

warm-hearted friendliness when you deal with the Illinois Central System.
A genuine desire to be helpful extends through every
department of our railroad and is your assurance of
competent service, freight as well as passenger.
You can depend upon finding
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BOB WHITE MOTOR CO.

It's CHEAPER To
Have Your Car
REPAIRED!
Have Your Car Properly Checked and Serviced for Safe and
Dependable Driving!

Brady Bros.

Garage
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1939,
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Of the five corporations studied
•I home demonstratit>n agents
two. General Feeds :try! s!•,•-1,,r1
furnish copies.
•
Brands, dominate
83.1' of the
trolling7;
, of business.
it'ar Drops Tobacco
80 natl'rices; Farmers Hit General Foods distributesproducts
i,,nally advertised food
Despite talk in some quarters of and 20 internationally advertised.
Foods and
a "war boom" farmers find that their It owns the Frosted
Birdseye frozen food processes and
' eaCCO prices have tumbled 28%
well-known foods as Postum,
ei year as a direct consequence of such
Grape Nuts, Maxwell House Coffee,
e war and are now 45eI below
Minute Tapioca. and Jell-0.
Ii> average level of 1936. Tobacco
Standard Brands which is only
farmers, whose export trade has
slightly smaller than General Foods
We have all the modern equipment necesbeen wiped out by the decree of
banning to- owns Fleisehmann's Yeast, Royal
England and France
:-;ary for any kind of service you may need.
Powder, and Chase & Sanbacco and fruit puprchases in the Baking
born Coffee.
Let us give your car a thorough check-up
United States, face the prospect
These giant
corporations have
not only of being unable te sell
and reconditioning. Enjoy the pleasure of that
crop, the export maintained amazingly high rates of
their
of
one-third
have.
should
extra zip and pep that your motor
profits. Based on net profit before
portion, but also of receiving only
interest per hundred dollars of indomestic
the
for
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in
your
car
"distress"
keep
to
economical
It's more
vested capital General Foods had
portion of their crop.
of over 25% in 1934 and
ood running condition, besides the pleasure
The farm value of tobacco enter- returns
over 3d.-7 in 1936 and nearly
;old comfort of knowing it is always ready to
ing into export trade has amount22.",- in 1937. Standard Brands was
ed to more than 100 million dolkive perfect performance.
not far behind with rates of 27'1
lars a year in recent times, accord25e." in 1935. 28 per cent in
to the U. S. Department of in 1934.
ing
1936 and 17e: in 1937.
Protect Yourself and Family—and Your InAgriculture. In addition to this
vestment by Keeping lour Car in the
loss, tobacco farmers are expected
to lose 612.000.000 on the domestic A Ranker's View On
Proper Running Condition.
Soil Conservation
portion of their crop owing to
lower prices.
manufacturers
Bankers and business men should
cigarette
The
have not been iroured by the war be as much interested in soil condecree, but, on the other hand, are servation as farmers, according to a
reported to be sat ing "7 cents per leading Georgia banker who recentthousand, applied to an indicater ly spoke in Kentucky:
The banker is Walter S. Cothran.
1939 cigraette production of close
to 173 billon cigrattes," according vice president of the National City
to the Wall Street Journal of Dec. hank of Rome. Georgia. In his Ken20, It states that ''the manufactur- lucky address he said, in part

UNEXCELLED WRECKER SERVICE
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Ironing la easier anil I lie4per w.111 all atitOltIllitn elef.lrli. Iron.
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hate nn electric flatiron. Small wontip of the Iron
der, be you know how little It costs most needed (at thecontact
with tile
nest cornea In
which
ninth
how
to own and opernte one,
damp fabric) and, as a result, gartime mid labor It saves in doing your ments are more neatly and rapidly
weekly laundry and how many years finished with less Ironing pressure.
of satisfaction It gives without atten- Also, the Iron conies op to heat more
tion of any kind,
quickly an Important fackei when
But have you a modern electric 'Inc is in a hurry.
Other advantages of constant heat
Iron? Like all other devices In this
tapidly-clianging world, electris> Irons are that the iron always le ready for
constantly are being improved in de- immediate nut as it never need be
sign, operation and eMcieney. In disconnected while ironing, and curronsequence, there Is no More COM- rent consumption Is less because
paris,in between an electric Iron of there Is no alternate heating and
is, 10 or even 5 years tato and a cooling. Automatic regulation also
modern one of today, than there Is eliminates the flee hazard, it being
between an automobile of 1029 and impossible for the Iron to overheat
as the current is shut off as wx,n as
the streamlined vehicle of 1940,
predetermined 1111/1/IiITIUM safe temThe modern electric Iron is completely atreamlined throughout, with perature Is reached.
Elertric Irons of the automatic type
emoeth, rounded points, bevel edges,
more comfortable handles, lighter vary In price from $5 to $10, with
weight and safety rest. All these fea- the average approaching the !owe,
tures contribute to better, easier and figure. Current consumption naturally varies with the size of the family,
more rapid work.
Nearly all of today's electric irons the mode of living and the kinds of
are equipped with adjustable heat fabrics Ironed. However, thousands
regulators which automatically main- of tests prove that the average power
tain the temperature at the point used Is one kw.-hr. per person per
best suited to the fabric being ironed. month—only five cents or less at the
This feature provides several advan- usual dorneetic rate
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Relief At Last
For Your Cough

CREOMULSION

RADIATORS
DON'T THROW IT AWAY!
Let (Is Repair It and Save You Money
Fuel Pumps, Windshield Wipers, WatPr Pumps,
Cylinder Heads, Carhoreators, Motor Rebuilding a Specialty
Call and Gil e I's A Trial

JONES AUTO PARTS COMPANY
N
11P.1 4 entral A ,

Phone 141

Fulton, Ky.

SEE OUR NEW SHOP
•
from Walnut street,
shop
our
We have moved
next door to the Kentucky Hardware store, to a
new building at our home on Oak Street.
•
CABINET-MAKING, REFINISHING
and SPECIAL WORKMANSHIP
•

Bill Johnston
S. Fulton, Tenn.

lak Strect

Fu on Wallpaper &
Office supply ID0.
(EVERYTHING FOR THE OFFICE)

Sales

Service

Phone 85

Fulton, Ky.

Own A TYPEWRITER ADDING MACHINE
or CASH REGISTER on Our Rental
Plan of Only A Few Cents A Day
V

Fadeproof Wallpaper
as low as
Guaranteed Paint $s
Priced from . . a.

per
u roll

5gft

per
74 gal.
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